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Award Designation and Category:  
GOLD Electronics, Technology & Telecommunications 
SILVER Best Consumer Experience 
SILVER Data Innovation Award 
SILVER Government, Public Service & Non-Profit 
BRONZE Social Responsibility Award 
 
Campaign Title: Project Understood 
 
Year the campaign took place: 2020 

 
 

Brand: Canadian Down Syndrome Society/Google AI 
Creative Agency: FCB Canada 
Media Company/Agency: FCB Canada 
Research Company: n/a 
Additional Affiliated Companies: Google 
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 
Project Understood is a campaign that redefined the power of voice 
technology, the power of data, and the power of people with Down 
syndrome - simultaneously. Our campaign reimagined voice technology, 
turning a tool that offers basic convenience into a tool that offers life-
changing independence.   
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We reinvented the role of data in advertising; our strategy was grounded in 
the insight that Google’s AI lacks sufficient voice data to be able to 
understand the Down syndrome community’s unique speech patterns. To fill 
this gap, we recruited people with Down syndrome to donate the missing 
voice data samples and used them as the key to unlock access to voice 
assistants.  
  
Finally, we reimagined the role of people with Down syndrome by turning 
them into Google’s teachers – proving the capabilities of this much 
stigmatized community and giving them access to technology that could 
support their goal to live independently.    
  
 
Consumer Insight  
 
For people with Down syndrome, access to voice technology is more than 
just convenience – it’s life-changing independence.  
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Marketing Challenge 
 
With 8 billion voice assistants in use globally by 2023, the future will be 
voice-first, but that future doesn’t include people with Down syndrome. 
Voice technology’s algorithm often doesn’t understand the community’s 
unique speech patterns.   
  
Because they have atypical speech, Google’s voice assistant currently 
misunderstands about one in every three words they speak. As a 
marginalized community, their needs weren’t considered, leaving them 
behind in the voice revolution.   
  
The CDSS’s platform strategy is to support the Down syndrome community 
across specific life moments – determination, birth, childhood. This year, we 
focused on ‘Growing Up’, a stage when young adults with Down syndrome 
are striving to build more independent lives by living on their own.  
  
Past campaigns have focused on education and advocacy. But to solve the 
issue of independence, we needed to focus on utility.    
  
Utility is critical because adults with Down syndrome are entirely capable 
of living independently – they just require more structure and assistance. 
Strategies to help them remember to cook, clean, and complete their 
routines are required – unique needs they normally rely on caregivers for, 
that could be answered by voice technology’s tools instead. Because of 
their distinct needs, voice assistants would be an invaluable tool, allowing 
them to set automatic reminders and schedules, build to-do lists, and get 
easy access to help.   
  
By bringing voice utility to people with Down syndrome we weren’t just 
giving them everyday conveniences – we were actually giving them the tools 
to lead a more independent life.  
  
The Canadian Down Syndrome Society (CDSS) had two problems to solve on 
a minuscule budget:  
  

1. Make voice technology accessible to people with Down syndrome  
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2. Shift perceptions of a stigmatized community by showing how access 
to voice technology can lead to life-changing independence.  

  
 
Methodology  
 
Voice technology was exploding. In fact, Voice is the most rapidly adopted 
technology in history. Smart speaker sales will surpass tablet sales this 
year. And it’s easy to see why. Voice is frictionless and barrier-free. There 
is no learning curve, all you need to do is use your voice.   
 

 
 
 
Voice technology requires millions of data points (human voices) to perform 
optimally. Unfortunately, for those with Down syndrome, the small size of 
their community means these AI systems are lacking the data they need 
to reliably understand them. CDSS played an essential role in directly 
recruiting the niche Down syndrome community and collecting a large 
enough data sample that could recognize the unique patterns in their speech 
and retrain Google’s voice algorithm. Data collection was critical, 
because it was the missing piece to unlocking voice technology and giving 
them access to life-changing independence.  
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Our research led directly to the solution. The insight is not backed by 
research, but more importantly, a cultural accessibility problem is being 
solved through our findings. Our research led us to actively 
recruit participants from the Down syndrome community, accumulate an 
extensive array of data sets, and then marry that invaluable data with 
Google’s AI to significantly improve the accessibility of their Voice 
technology. A perfect collaboration between humans and machines.  
 
Google’s voice assistant has the most market share in Canada, yet 
currently misunderstands about one in every three words of a person 
with Down syndrome. This made Google the ideal partner for CDSS as 
they would have the greatest impact on the Down syndrome community in 
Canada.   
  
The first step in our project was to recruit 10 initial participants with Down 
syndrome who could record a set of pre-determined phrases. This type of 
data (text plus voice) allowed our research team to gain initial insights into 
the probability of developing models that would be accurate enough to be 
useful. We wanted to prove there were enough common patterns in the 
speech of people with Down syndrome to allow us to develop a speech 
recognition model for their community.   
   
The analytics on this first phase came back promising, so we were able to 
advance to mass recruitment of people with Down 
syndrome. Qualified participants would receive an email from Google 
providing them with login details for ChitChat, an engine for raw data 
collection and machine learning, where participants were served pre-
determined phrases guided by speech pathologists and Google AI 
scientists. Participants recorded 29 test phrases, which helped us determine 
if the participants had a unique speech pattern that Google didn’t already 
recognize.   
  
If eligible after recording the first set of phrases, participants received an 
email with a link to the full sample set of 1700 phrases to record. Once 
complete, Google’s engineers processed and used the data to help build a 
speech recognition model that can better understand all people with Down 
syndrome.  
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The campaign was designed to be inviting and informative. With only $1000 
in media, we targeted the niche Down syndrome community organically, 
knowing the more they engaged, the more we’d reach them. Through email 
and organic social, we drove direct outreach to Down syndrome groups 
across North America, who in turn engaged another 735 international Down 
syndrome groups to participate.   
   
If our methodology proved to be successful, it would change the lives for 
many within the Down syndrome community. By using voice technology to 
provide structure and assistance, adults with Down syndrome would be able 
to live independently, with far less reliance on caregivers. Voice assistants 
would become an invaluable tool towards gaining greater independence.  
 
Creative Execution 
 
Improving voice technology wouldn’t be possible without the help of the 
Down syndrome community. We turned to Google, a technology that usually 
teaches us, and empowered people with Down syndrome to use their 
voices to teach Google.   
 
Introducing Project Understood, a campaign that turns people with Down 
syndrome into Google’s teachers, by recruiting them to donate their voice 
data to train Google’s speech recognition model. Making voice technology 
more inclusive, by including people with Down syndrome in creating the 
solution.  
 
The campaign maintained the CDSS’s creative approach of humanizing a 
misunderstood community by letting them advocate for voice technology 
just like everyone else. But this year’s campaign went a step further, by 
empowering the community to play an active role in improving their 
lives; turning their limitation - atypical speech - into a valuable data asset 
they could use to build their own independent future. Evolving from 
awareness and advocacy to giving people with Down syndrome agency, 
inclusion, and utility - all at once.  
  
The Plan:  
Phase 1: Recruiting the Community  
Project Understood was a rallying cry for the Down syndrome community to 
donate their voice to Google and improve voice technology for everyone. The 
campaign launched during Canadian Down Syndrome Week, November 1-7, 
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2019, with social videos shedding light on the inaccessibility of voice 
technology. The videos served as a recruitment tool, mobilizing the 
community to be part of the solution.  
  
To recruit this niche audience, with only $1000 in media, we deployed 
specific creative and media strategies. We drove engagement by maintaining 
the CDSS’ creative approach of empowering people with Down syndrome to 
advocate for themselves. We targeted the tight knit Down syndrome 
community organically, knowing the more they engaged, the more the video 
would be seen by this niche audience. And, for the first time, we harnessed 
Down syndrome community groups across North America, through email and 
organic social, this in turn led to engagement from more international 
groups.  
  
Phase 2: Changing Public Perception   
Earned media both amplified our message and changed perceptions of 
people with Down syndrome by depicting the community in a new light - 
advocating for their right to live independently and empowered as Google’s 
teachers.   
  
Long-term, the hope is to create a data recognition model that can be scaled 
to other voice platforms, and also make voice accessible to the 78 million 
people around the world with atypical speech.  
  
Please list all accompanying (non-advertising) activities to the 
campaign, if applicable (i.e., big promotions, increased distribution, 
new product launch, etc.) This information will provide better context to 
the business result along with the campaign execution. Limit answer to one 
page.   
  

• One promotional and two recruitment videos   
• Paid social to support awareness/recruitment efforts  
• Organic social and email to reach global Down syndrome 
communities  
• projectunderstood.ca our content hub and registration platform  
• Public Relations to drive awareness  
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
  
Project Understood achieved global reach. ROI is incalculable, but on a cost 
per impression basis, 775,000 impressions per $ spent isn’t bad. Other 
campaign results:  
  
Recruiting the community:  

• 826,107 organic reach on Facebook (a 678% increase from 
the CDSS’s best  
performing campaign) and 82,995 engagements - with just $1,000 in 

media  
• 30+ countries and 735 Down 

syndrome organizations participated   
• Over one million voices were donated to Google’s speech 
recognition database  

   
Changing public perceptions:  

• 775 million earned media impressions globally.  
Creating change together:  

• Google and CDSS presented their research at the United 
Nations on March 20th, 2020, calling on all technology companies 
to make voice technology accessible   
• In the Spring of 2021, Google launched an improved BETA 
model of their voice assistant, built from the data we helped 
capture  

In the end, a small Canadian charity is changing how the world’s largest 
technology company’s Voice AI works to better serve the 78 million people 
around the world with atypical speech.  


